
White tailed bumblebee 

 The wingspan on the queen is up to 36mm. 

 They have smelly feet that leave behind a smelly trace; this lets other 

bees know if the flower has been visited recently and if there is any 

nectar.  

 A bumblebee flaps its wings 200 times per second 

 Bumblebees need to constantly hunt for nectar. A bumblebee with a full stomach is 

only ever 40 minutes away from starvation. 

 Bumblebees don’t die when they sting. This means they could sting you twice. 

However, male bumblebees don’t have a stinger at all and females aren’t very 

aggressive. 

 Bumblebees air condition their nests with their own wings. If the nest gets too hot, 

worker bees position themselves near the entrance and fan the hot air out. 
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